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ilar to the server in a traditional client-server distributed
system in that all source data is deployed on it. Other
mobile hosts retrieve data from the MSS and can cache
a replica by themselves. In contrast, ad hoc networks,
like that shown in Figure 1b, do not store data on the
MSS but use it only as the access point to the Internet.
Ad hoc networks disperse all data items for searching
and querying across the mobile hosts. Thus, the cache
invalidation strategies employed in a single-hop wire-
less mobile network are not suitable for a multihop
mobile ad hoc network. 
As the “Cache Invalidation Techniques” sidebar
describes, researchers have proposed a wide range of
strategies for maintaining cache consistency in recent
years. However, each strategy has its own design goals
and application scenarios. No uniform or structured
methods exist for current work, making it difficult to
evaluate their relative effectiveness and performance. 
In response to this problem, we have developed a 3D
model that captures the main features of cache consis-
tency schemes and provides a basis for evaluating exist-
ing strategies as well as designing new ones. Based on
this model, we propose a hybrid and generic strategy:
relay-peer-based cache consistency. Because RPCC uses
relay peers between the source hosts and cache hosts to
forward updated information, it can divide cache inval-
idation into two asynchronous procedures. Moreover,
A 3D framework provides a basis for designing, analyzing, and evaluating strategies 
to address data consistency issues in mobile wireless environments. A proposed relay-
peer-based cache consistency protocol offers a generic and flexible method for carrying 
out cache invalidation.
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T he trend toward wireless communications andadvances in mobile technologies are increasingconsumer demand for ubiquitous access toInternet-based information and services. How-ever, due to battery power limitations, users
often must disconnect mobile devices from the network
to conserve energy. Moreover, wireless links have lower
capacity than wired links and wireless channels are less
stable, resulting in higher network congestion and
packet loss. These challenges make mobile communi-
cation unreliable, emphasizing the need for efficient
information-access mechanisms.1-3
Cooperative caching improves system performance4,5
because it allows sharing and coordination of cached
data among multiple mobile users in the network. By
cooperatively caching frequently accessed information,
mobile devices do not always have to send requests to
the data source. In addition to reducing query latency,
this technique can lower mobile host communication
overhead and energy consumption. However, the unre-
liable communication and the user’s mobility make it
difficult to maintain cache consistency.
Mobile wireless environments can be broadly classi-
fied as either infrastructure based or ad hoc based. In
the former scheme, shown in Figure 1a, a fixed network
device such as a mobile support station forwards mes-
sages that mobile hosts send or receive. The MSS is sim-
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RPCC caters to different application requirements by
providing a flexible and convenient way to set the con-
sistency level and distance between the source data hosts
and relay peers. 
DESIGN ASPECTS 
A strategy for maintaining consistency of coopera-
tively cached data in a mobile wireless network can
focus on three design aspects: consistency level, consis-
tency control, and cache status maintenance. 
Consistency level 
There are three levels of cache consistency: strong, delta,
and weak. In each case, let StDidenote the version number
of data item Di at the source node, and let CtDi,Mjdenote the
time stamp of Di at the cache node Mj at time t. The ver-
sion number is set to zero when the data item is created
and increases incrementally upon each subsequent update.
If a version of Di at the cache node is always up to
date with the source data when a query request arrives,
it satisfies strong consistency (SC): t, j, CtDi,Mj = StDi.
If any read of Di is never out of date by more than  time
with the source data at the source node, it satisfies delta
consistency (DC): t, j, , 0    , stale time CtDi,Mj
= St-Di. If a read of Di does not necessarily reflect the
most up-to-date version of the source data but some cor-
rect previous value, it satisfies weak consistency (WC):
t, j, , stale time CtDi,Mj = St-Di.
Consistency control 
Both the source and the cache nodes can initiate con-
sistency checking. In the former approach, invalidation
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Figure 1. Wireless mobile environments. (a) In infrastructure-based single-hop networks, the mobile support station forwards mes-
sages that mobile hosts send or receive. (b) Ad hoc multihop networks use the mobile support station only as the access point to
the network.
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messages are broadcast to all the cache nodes indicat-
ing the update status of data items; in the latter
approach, the cache node polls the owner to determine
whether its cached data item is stale or not. The source-
initiated approach puts the burden of consistency main-
tenance on the source node—it is a kind of push (PS)
operation in that the source node pushes the update mes-
sage to other cache nodes. In contrast, the cache-initi-
ated approach is a kind of pull (PL) operation that needs
individual cache nodes to pull the update messages from
the source data.  
Cache status maintenance 
The source node may or may not record the status of
its cache nodes. In the stateful (SF) approach, the source
keeps the information about which mobile hosts cache
Cache Invalidation Techniques 
Cache invalidation techniques have been widely used
in distributed systems to maintain data consistency
among caches. Researchers have adapted these tech-
niques to both single-hop and multihop wireless net-
works, but the proposed solutions cannot suitably deal
with resource constraints, frequent disconnections, or
high client mobility. 
Single-hop strategies 
Daniel Barbará and Tomasz Imielinski1 proposed three
algorithms—time stamps, amnesic terminals, and signa-
ture—in which the mobile support station broadcasts
an invalidation report indicating the updated data
items. Rather than querying the MSS directly regarding
validation of the cached copies, the mobile hosts can
listen to these IRs over the wireless channel. Due to its
limited size, however, an IR can only record the
updated information in intervals, making it useless to
any mobile host that has been disconnected longer. 
Kun-Lung Wu, Philip S. Yu, and Ming-Syan Chen2 as
well as Jin Jing and colleagues3 made some modifica-
tions to the traditional IR-based strategies to handle the
long disconnection problem. However, the querying
mobile host must listen to the next IR to check the
invalidation status, making the average waiting time
longer than half of the IR interval. 
An invalidation technique can reduce the query
latency by inserting several updated invalidation
reports between two successive IRs. 4 If the data
updates frequently, however, the UIR will become very
large, thus aggravating network traffic. 
Anurag Kahol and coauthors5 proposed an asynchro-
nous stateful strategy to maintain cache consistency. In
AS, the MSS only broadcasts the data update to the
related cache hosts and can avoid unnecessary IRs.
However, the MSS must record the state of all caches,
which consumes too many source node resources. 
In the scalable asynchronous cache consistency scheme
developed by Zhijun Wang and colleagues,6 the MSS
only keeps minimum state information instead of all
mobile hosts’ information as in AS. This can improve
scalability and performance, but stale data can exist in
the caches. 
Multihop strategies
Jian Lan and coauthors introduced the consistency
maintenance technique used in a Gnutella-like peer-to-
peer file-sharing network.7 They described three strate-
gies for keeping the cache consistency: simple push,
simple pull, and push with adaptive pull. 
Two cache invalidation mechanisms proposed by
Sunho Lim and colleagues,8 aggregate cache based on
demand and modified time stamp, can improve cache
invalidation performance with the help of the Global
Positioning System, but the expense of GPS devices
restricts its popularization. 
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which data items. When the source node wants to
communicate with these cache nodes, it can send
unicast or multicast messages instead of broad-
casting them. This approach is more efficient and
saves bandwidth, but because the source node
must store the cache states for all the cache nodes,
it is not scalable to a large population of mobile
users. 
The stateless (SL) approach does not require the
source node to be aware of the cache nodes’ state.
Instead, it keeps track of the update history (of a
reasonable length) and periodically floods this
information in the form of an invalidation mes-
sage, creating considerable network communica-
tion overhead. 
3D DESIGN FRAMEWORK 
Figure 2 shows a proposed 3D framework that
represents each design aspect as one orthogonal
dimension. Because the three dimensions are inde-
pendent of one another, a wide variety of cache
consistency maintenance schemes can be created by
combining properties from each. 
An XX-YY-ZZ string expresses a strategy in which
XX represents consistency level (SC, DC, or WC), YY
stands for consistency control (PS, PL, or HY—a hybrid
of PS and PL), and ZZ symbolizes cache status mainte-
nance (SF, SL, or HY). A strategy’s overall configuration
has a special value for each parameter. Some XX-YY-
ZZ combinations are meaningful in a mobile environ-
ment; in fact, all the consistency maintenance strategies
in the literature have corresponding XX-YY-ZZ tuples. 
SC-PL-SL is identical to the poll each read strategy6
in a traditional distributed system. Before accessing a
cached data item, the user must query the source node
for the status of its cached data. This is the simplest con-
sistency strategy but has a poor query performance and
imposes significant load on the source node. Aggregate
cache based on demand for multihop mobile environ-
ments is also a kind of SC-PL-SL scheme. 
Poll with time-out period7 is a kind of DC-PL-SL strat-
egy that assumes cached data remains valid for at least
a time-out period of t after a cache node validates the
data. When t = 0, this strategy is equivalent to polling
each read. In DC-PL-SL, a long time-out increases the
likelihood that caches will supply stale data to users, but
data will be less than t stale. 
In SC-PS-SF, the source node keeps track of which
nodes are caching which data items. Before modifying
its source data, the source node will notify all of its
cache nodes. Callback8 and lease-based9 strategies are
of this type. 
The *-PS-SL strategies (in which * represents those
situations with nonfixed attributes and can be any
combination of properties along the dimension) have
been widely employed and include most schemes based
on invalidation reports. Each cache node can validate
the cached data only when it receives the IR from the
source node. 
The *-PS-SF strategy is similar to *-PS-SL except that
the source node takes a stateful approach. Asynchronous
stateful is a kind of SC-PL-SF strategy. The source—for
example, the MSS—records the data information of
each cache node and only broadcasts the update to the
related cache nodes, which helps to reduce network traf-
fic. The scalable asynchronous cache consistency scheme
is also a type of SC-PS-SL. 
Push-based strategies are more suitable to a stable net-
work. They can provide good consistency guarantees
for users who are always online and reachable from the
source. However, such strategies have low query latency
and cannot solve the disconnection problem. If the cache
nodes are disconnected from the network, they cannot
receive the invalidation messages and will share the stale
data upon reconnection. 
Pull-based strategies are suitable for dynamic net-
works, but message flooding induces high communica-
tion overhead. The cache node’s on-demand polling will
consume much battery power while the mobile device’s
energy is quite limited. The advantage of the SF
approach is that the source node avoids unnecessary
broadcast flooding to the network, but to maintain all
the cache information of mobile hosts, the source node
must maintain a large and complicated database. The
SL approach is easy to implement and manage, but more
unnecessary broadcast messages will flood the networks. 
RELAY-PEER-BASED CACHING CONSISTENCY 
RPCC is a novel HY-HY-* strategy that combines the
advantages of both push-based and pull-based
approaches while avoiding their weaknesses.10 It effec-
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Figure 2. 3D design framework. Each axis represents one design aspect
and contains a range of properties. Combining parameters from all
three dimensions yields a taxonomy of caching consistency
maintenance strategies.
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tively maintains cache consistency in mobile wireless
environments, especially ad-hoc-based ones, by selecting
highly accessible, stable, and powerful mobile hosts to
relay invalidation information for other cache nodes. 
The protocol periodically calculates relay-peer selec-
tion criteria using three parameters: 
• coefficient of peer access rate, 
• coefficient of the stability of a node, and
• coefficient of the energy level of a node. 
As Figure 3 shows, a cache node becomes a relay-peer
candidate if its coefficients satisfy a criterion.10 A candi-
date in turn becomes a relay peer if it can listen to the
invalidation messages sent from the source node of its
cached data item—the candidate is within a distance less
than a certain number of hops from the source node—
and successfully obtains the approval message from the
source node. 
The source node and relay peers form a relatively sta-
ble overlay in which the source node pushes data and
invalidation information to its relay peers periodically
while communication between cache nodes and relay
peers is pull-based to deal with unreliable network con-
nections. Thus, if a cache node has been disconnected
from the network, upon reconnection it need only poll
the nearest relay peer instead of polling the source node
to check the status of its cached data items. 
Simultaneous and asynchronous push and pull oper-
ations reduce query latency and communication over-
head. Moreover, the use of relay peers makes it possible
to adaptively handle query requests with different con-
sistency requirements. Also, as a hybrid of SF and SL
approaches, RPCC need only store relay peers’ infor-
mation on the source node, which saves considerable
memory and simplifies database management. 
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Figure 4. Performance comparison. RPCC leads to (a) less network traffic than a push-based approach and (b) lower query latency
than a pull-based approach.
Table 1. GloMoSim simulation parameters.
Parameter description Defined value  
Communication range 250 meters  
Simulation time 5 hours  
Update interval 2 minutes  
Query interval 20 seconds  
TTL in simple pull-push 8 hops  
TTL in RPCC 3 hops  
TTN of source node 2 minutes  
TTR of relay peer 1.5 minutes  
TTP of cache node 4 minutes  
TTL = time to live; TTN = time to notify; TTR = time to refresh; 
TTP = time to poll
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Figure 3. State transition from cache node to relay peer. A cache
node becomes a relay-peer candidate if its coefficients satisfy a
criterion.
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To assess RPCC’s effectiveness versus push- and 
pull-based schemes, we used the Global Mobile Infor-
mation Systems Library (http://pcl.cs.ucla.edu/projects/
glomosim) to simulate a mobile ad hoc network with 50
cache peers randomly distributed over a 1,500  1,500
meter area. Each mobile host generated an independent
stream of updates to its source data and query requests
at exponentially distributed intervals. Table 1 lists the
other simulation parameters.
We evaluated six cache consistency maintenance
strategies on the network: push, pull, and RPCC with
strong, delta, weak, and hybrid consistency, in which
requests with three different consistency requirements
had equal probability. Figure 4 compares their perfor-
mance with various cache numbers and clearly indicates
that RPCC leads to less network traffic than a push-
based approach and generates lower query latency than
a pull-based approach. 
RPCC is a generic and flexible approach that makes
it possible to meet the specific requirements of different
applications by setting the time-to-live value of invali-
dation messages from the source node. As Figure 5
shows, if the TTL value is small so that too few relay
peers are available, the system is more likely pull-based
with higher network traffic and lower communication
latency; if the TTL value is large enough that most of
the cache nodes can be relay peers, the system will more
likely be push-based. 
O ur 3D framework facilitates the design, classifi-cation, and evaluation of current cache invalida-tion strategies in both single-hop and multihop
mobile networks, while our proposed cache consis-
tency strategy effectively separates the cache invalida-
tion procedure into two subprocedures that can be
carried out asynchronously and simultaneously. Our
future work will examine the formation of relay-peer
overlays and address the design of adaptive cache inval-
idation strategies, moving beyond a static combination
of the three design options and giving application
designers the dynamic capabilities to customize strate-
gies at runtime. ■
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